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AP Automation and Invoice
Processing
InfoStore Creates Outsourced AP Automation Solutions with PSIGEN
and OPEX
InfoStore Records Center was created through a key partnership between industry veterans and the
combination of two successful scanning service bureaus in Ohio. This partnership created a diversified records
and information management solutions provider that has served the Ohio area for more than 90 years.

The Problem
As a solutions provider, InfoStore needed to remain competitive by providing an AP solution for their customers.
InfoStore’s clients were looking for a way to reduce labor costs and increase productivity for employees who
were spending too much time on repetitive scanning tasks.

Solution Requirements
InfoStore was looking
to create a robust AP
Automation and Invoice
Processing Solution for its
customers. The solution had
to be fast, scalable and had
to focus on reduced labor
costs in both document
preparation, as well as
automation and efficiency
once the images were
captured.
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Solution Components in Summary:
Capture Software:

6 PSIGEN PSIcapture Enterprise Workstations

Content Repository:

Oracle Financials

Scanners:

OPEX AS7200i
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